Abstract
Introduction
Interest in spirituality is a global phenomenon.
1 It occurs, as a matter of fact, in most religions. In Christianity, the interest in spirituality is a growing tendency and one of the major reasons for the phenomenal growth in the Pentecostal and Charismatic church traditions.
2 Although different kinds of spiritualities can be defined, the approach in this article will focus, from a Christian perspective, on the 'experience of fellowship with God' as depicted in 1 John 1:5-2:28. This is due to the four occurrences of the noun 'fellowship' 3 ( ; 1 John 1:3bis, 6, 7), already as early as the prooemium (1:3bis) and at the beginning (1:6, 7) of the first section (1:5-2:28) of the first epistle of John. The noun 'fellowship' is used by the Elder 4 to describe this close relationship. It is a richly significant theological term based on the adjective meaning 'common' ( ), denoting the active participation or sharing in what one has in common with others (Haas, De Jonge, Swellengrebel 1972:27) . As used in the context of 1 John it can probably have a multiplicity of meanings, which can refer to 'live in communion with,' 'be in a right relationship with,' 'be part of the family of God,' or 'share the same life ' (cf. Johnson 1993:29; Haas, De Jonge, Swellengrebel 1972:27) . 5 The nature of what is mutually shared moulds the character of the group.
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Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 To encourage and advance this Christian fellowship in the Johannine community, the Elder emphasizes its vital vertical aspect: 'and indeed our fellowship is with the Father and with his Son Jesus Christ' (1:3). Fellowship with God then is dependent on the fellowship with one another and contrariwise (cf. Painter 2002:128; also Rusam 1993:182) 6 . Each of these two aspects reflects, influences and constitutes the other. By using the noun in a chiastic pattern (in 1:3, 6, 7) 7 , the Elder renders the lens through which 1 John has to be read and to be understood.
Therefore, the approach of this article is not a matter of solving a formulated and defined problem, but rather to make a new contribution in investigating the concept of 'having or experiencing fellowship with God'; to formulate briefly what it comprises and to concentrate especially how it can be accomplished through a change in socio-religious behaviour according to 1 John 1:5-2:28. A second contribution is to investigate this 'fellowship with God' and 'change in behaviour' from the perception of the familia Dei which constitutes for the Elder his symbolic narrative in which he describes how the behaviour of his adherents must feature and their fellowship be experienced. A third contribution will be to interpret the two above mentioned statements from, and relate it to, the metaphorical indication of God as 'Light' (1:5). In order to achieve this, methodologically, a socio-rhetorical 8 investigation of 1 John 1:5-2:28 will be conducted.
Therefore, inner-textually, the selected text (1:5-2:28) will be divided into sensible sub-sections which will be investigated individually. Such an investigation will be conducted from the Elder's symbolic narrative (the ideological texture in the epistle), the familia Dei, and is presented in this epistle in contrast to the conduct of the Elder's opponents (the socioreligious texture in the epistle). In this symbolic narrative the focus contemplates on the allusion to 'God is Light' 9 as stated in 1:5a and its implications for the children of God to walk in the light as a prerequisite for the experience of fellowship (sacred texture).
10 In this article it will be pointed out that such an experience demands a change in socio-religious behaviour which the Elder spells out in terms of four ethic-and-theologically combined conditions. Such family life has to be understood in the light of first-century Mediterranean group life. It is generally accepted by scholars who work socialscientifically that first-century Mediterranean people were not individualistic, but had a 'dyadic' or group-oriented personality. For people of that time and place, the basic, most elementary unit of social analysis, is not the individual person but the dyad, a person in relation with and connected to at least one other social unit, in particular, the family (MalinaNeyrey 1993:72-3; Esler 2002:151) . Wilson (1996:2; also cf. Kloppenborg 1996:16-7) takes it even further by noting that all the associations of the Graeco-Roman world (synagogues, households, schools of philosophy, collegiums, guilds, mystery cults, etc.) were 'voluntary associations'. Many associations were organized in a manner that both reflected and reinforced the existing social order, for example family or household cults (Wilson 1996:2) . Kloppenborg (1996:16) reinforces such an idea by asserting that 'voluntary associations represented a cultural institution integral to Hellenistic and Roman society where they played a significant role in mediating various kinds of social exchange'. Therefore, it would seem most appropriate, according to Kloppenborg (1996:26) , to distinguish voluntary associations on the basis of their respective membership bases rather than on the basis of their ostensible functions. For him, three groups could be distinguished: (1) those associated with a household; (2) those formed around a common trade (and civic locale), and (3) those formed around the cult of a deity. In the case the Johannine community, as it is for any Christian group, all the members are associated around the person and following of Jesus, acknowledged not only as God, but also the patron of the association. Harland (2003:179) , influenced by Judge, reflects more specifically on the position of Christianity in its formative years in the sense that Christianity did not live in a vacuum, isolated from the rest of the Graeco-Roman society; rather, once established in the polis of Roman Empire, the Christian group 'belongs inevitably, as a social phenomenon, to the Hellenistic republics [i.e., poleis] . Its thinking and behaviour naturally reflect the _____________________________________________________________ 234
Experiencing fellowship in the familia dei
Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 social institutions of these states '. 12 But despite all the similarities shared by these groups or associations, there were differences -in ideology, organization, membership, and purpose -among them (Wilson 1996:9) . Since the dyadic individual is symptomatic and representative of some group, the responsibility for morality and deviance is not on the individual alone, but on the social body in which the individual is embedded (MalinaNeyrey 1993:76) . Therefore, these people defined themselves exclusively in terms of these groups or associations in which they are embedded; their total self-awareness emphatically depends upon this group embeddedness.
Societies featuring dyadic personality provide their members with individual identities that are clearly defined which are, in the case of the Johannine community, legitimated by reference to their fellowship with God. This implies that certain values will prevail and certain virtues prescribed and certain vices proscribed. The result is a form of paraenesisappeal is made to what is held in common and agreed to in terms of maxims, or commonly shared symbols (Malina-Neyrey 1993:79) . Central to their socio-religious identity are group norms (Brown 2000:42-8) . A norm in this context would have been a scale of values which defines a variety of acceptable and unacceptable attitudes and behaviour by members of the group. Norms co-ordinate and regulate behaviour and cover issues such as ideologies, traditions, and mores. They assist members to act appropriately in new and ambiguous situations (Esler 2000:160; Brown 2000:251) . In the case of the Johannine community the Elder explicates some norms, which relate to their identity and which distinguish them from other groups, to which they ought to live. Obedience to these norms constitutes the mutual and corporate fellowship. This he defines in terms of family life which tended to be the main group in these group-oriented Mediterranean societies. 15 Ordinary words only function analogically 16 and do not fully cover all the aspects of the heavenly reality. This implies that metaphoric allows for gradual differences within the phenomena which are described as metaphors (Van der Watt 2000:24) .
In order to understand the metaphor in 1:5a, cognizance can be taken of what Gräbe says about metaphors. She (1992:288) points out that normally, uniform explanations are given to lexicalized expressions. But actually, first impressions are important and generally known associations should be given preference. Also the context is of major importance in this regard. Hence, according to the first impression of light, from the immediate literary context and symbolic narrative (familia Dei), it can be deduced that the metaphor used in 1:5 reflects God's enlightenment 17 (Hiebert 1988:331; cf. also Krimmer 1989:26) and holiness. Hiebert (1988:331) points out that just as light reveals and purifies, so, by His very nature, God illuminates and sanctifies those who come to Him. Whatever symbolic associations this metaphoric designation may include, it definitely involves an ethical perceptive (Bruce 1970:41; Haas, De Jonge, Swellengrebel 1972:32) as spelled out in 1:6-2:17 and religious and confessional perceptives as spelled out in 2:18-28 which complement the ethical perceptive.
The Elder reinforces the concept of the preceding positively-stated clause (God is light -) by adding a negative statement in the apodosis of the verse, opposite the preceding clause (
Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 ). This clause serves to emphasize that the proposal, 'God is light,' 18 is absolute, without any exception. In the Greek text two negative forms ( ) are used here, which reinforce each other, thus expressing an emphatic negation (Haas, De Jonge, Swellengrebel 1972:32) . For the Elder then, 'darkness' ( ) is not merely the absence of light; metaphorically it has a secular-moral quality reflecting the absence of salvation and of God, standing in direct antithesis to all that characterizes God as 'light.' For him 'light' and 'darkness' represent two separate and distinct realms in opposition to each other. God and his children constitute the one realm; Satan and his followers (the world) the other (cf. Hiebert 1988:331f).
The statement 'God is light' thus carries with it an inevitable sacred-moral challenge: his children must walk ( ! ) in the light due to his (God's) nature; 'ought to walk just as he [Jesus] walked.' To live in the light keeps the children of God in the familia Dei in fellowship with the Father, his Son, the Spirit and fellow brothers (and sisters, 4:13-21) . 19 The experience of such fellowship will now be discussed.
'Fellowship with God' comprises
While it is faith in the apostolic proclamation concerning Jesus that brings the adherents of the Elder into Christian fellowship, if the sense of 'fellowship' is common participation in something, then that something in this context would appear to be eternal life. 'Our fellowship is with the Father and with his Son' (1:3b), and that which is shared is 'the eternal life which was with the Father and has appeared to us' (1:2) in the person of the Son. The immediate context then refers to eternal life as the medium and sphere of the experience of this fellowship. Hence, the adherents of the Elder share in the life of God. But this fellowship, according to the context of 1:5-2:28, can be broken down in terms of: to experience the love of God (2:5); to experience the forgiveness of God (1:9); to know God (2:3; also cf. 2:20); to know the truth (2:21); and to experience the abidance of God, the Son and the Spirit (2:14, 24, 27; cf. 2:28) in the believer.
'Fellowship with God' demands a change in socio-religious behaviour
The Elder addresses his adherents as people who have already 'been born of God' or alternatively spoken 'came to faith in Christ'. Therefore, they, as God's children, have to behave in accordance with specific sacred-_____________________________________________________________ Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 237 ethical conduct (rules and values) of the familia Dei into which they are born. This has been determined by God, their Father. Therefore, the Elder insists upon a correspondence between internal state (to be 'in Him', 1:5) and external behaviour (to 'abide in Him', 1:6). The " correlates to " (Kenney 2000b:21) . Through walking in the light, the children of God, individually and corporately, will experience the presence, reality and the involvement of God in their lives.
The conditions, spelled out in 1:6-2:28, to constitute communion between God and believers and which complement one another, will now be discussed.
The first condition for having fellowship with God: Renounce sin (1:6-2:2)
In the sub-section 1:6-2:2, the Elder describes how sin 20 hampers fellowship in the familia Dei and alternatively provides the corrective (cf. Culpepper 1998:257). Three tests are laid down by him in the form of false claims introduced by the conditional clause 'if we say' ( # , 6a, 8a, 10a) in the protasis of these verses. Each of these three tests consists of two parts: the first positive and the second negative (cf. Bruce 1970:42) . 21 The first part contains a claim, the second a condemnation with a negative consequence. In the first two tests the correctives (introduced by a conditional particle are supplied in verses 7 and 9. In the third test (also 2:1f) the Elder advances to a higher level. Instead of supplying another corrective, he moves over to the provision made to address the problem of sin.
22
The following is a tabled synopsis of the structure of 1:6-2:2.
Denying the practice of sin
In this section the Elder starts the protasis of verses 6, 8 and 10 with 'expectational' claims:
23 'If we say that…' ( # ). The first claim in verse 6 marks a clear contradiction between the claim ( ) % ) and the conduct maintained ( ! ). The statement 'that we have fellowship with Him' claims that they have continuing fellowship with God, who is light. Contrary to this claim stands a course of conduct, 'and yet walk in the darkness.'
The verb 'walk' ( ! ) is a common figure of speech to denote moral conduct; it marks a transition from the literal sense of the word to denote one's way of life (Bruce 1970:42; Danker 2000:803; Louw & Nida 1988:509; Ebel 1978:945) . It is used here in a semitic sense of 'to pursue a way of life', 'to live' or 'to conduct oneself' (Haas, De Jonge, Swellengrebel 1972:33) . It characterizes a mode of existence (Bultmann 1973:17) . The present subjunctive mode ( ! ) denotes that it is a continuous action (Hiebert 1988:332) of living in sin.
Verses 8 and 10 relate to verse 6 in the sense that it is equally as wrong to deny, as a way of conduct, both human sinfulness (v 8) and the practice of sin (1:10) in one's life. Such claims also hinder fellowship with both God and other believers in the family (cf. 1:6, 7). Such a person walks in darkness. It is not up to the children of God in the familia Dei to determine the paradigm and model of the 'walk'; it is determined by God's nature, 'as He himself is in the light.' This expression contemplates the contrast between God who 'is in the light' as the natural realm of his being, and those seeking fellowship with Him who must continuously endeavour to 'walk in the light'. The closer the fellowship with God and with those who walk with God, the more aware believers will be of sin in their lives (Johnson 1993:31) .
In the apodosis of these verses (1:6, 8) the Elder pronounced a condemnation on this conduct by stating that 'we lie' (& / "
). In his condemnation of these claims the Elder announces a verdict. In verses 6 and 8 he describes it as falsehood on man's part namely: 'we are not practicing the truth' (1:6); and 'the truth has no place in us ' (1:8 In all three cases (see 1:7, 9; 2:1f) the Elder raises the question of forgiveness, and in so doing replies once more to the heretical claim to be free from sin. In each of the three cases the Elder's answer is introduced by an adversative ('if'; here 'but if'). Should believers walk in the light (1:7) or confess their sins (1:9) they will have fellowship with one another (1:7b) and will be cleansed from all sin (1:7b, 9b) by the blood of Jesus (1:7b) and because God is faithful and just (1:9b).
In 2:1, 2 this passage reaches a climax where the Elder twice deals positively with the problem of sin: if anyone should sin, God has made provision for this -(1) in the presence of God the Father, his children have a consummate intercessor, an Advocate (2:1, Jesus Christ the righteous) 24 and (2) Jesus Christ is the consummate propitiation, the atoning sacrifice for the sins of the world. God's children are always under way and never stand before God as a finished product, but are always dependent on forgiveness (cf. Bultmann 1973:21).
Hence, according to this condition communion with God is: -expressed in terms of: to walk in the light as He is in the light ( ! , 1:7); and -constituted through: the acknowledgement-confession-forgiveness of sin; and the role and function of Jesus Christ as advocate ( ! " % ! ! +! , 2:1) and atoning sacrifice ( " ! ! ..., 2:2).
The second condition for having fellowship with God: Be obedient (2:3-11)
The stylistic structure (a trio of false claims) in this sub-section, in several aspects is parallel to that of the preceding sub-section. Verse 3 states the theme that to know God means to follow his commandment. In verses 4, 6, and 9, three propositions of the false teachers are quoted, similarly to 1:6, 8, and 10, but now introduced by the phrase 'he who says' ( " ). This trio of false claims relate to being in a right relationship with God/Christ: 25 knowing God/Christ (2:4); abiding in God/Christ (2:6); being in the light (2:9). All the answers have in common: to emphasize 'the observance of the commandment of love ' (cf. Johnson 1996:39) . A tabled analysis of 2:3-
Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 11 where the Elder spells out the condition of being obedient is given below:
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From this analysis it is clear that the progress of the Elder's thoughts in this passage is complicated, though carefully structured and developed. The vocabulary and literary form of this sub-section divide it into three units (2:3-5, 6-8, 9-11) 26 to form three acts of behaviour in the development of the major theme, 'the observance of the commandment of love.' This passage reaches a climax in verse 10 ( " . 27 The three units will now be discussed.
Adherence of the commands proves knowledge of God/Christ (2:3-5)
This unit starts from the conviction that the behaviour of God's Children and their invisible relation to God are closely linked (cf. the preposition 'in' [ ]). Conclusions can be drawn from the one concerning the other. Accordingly, when they keep God's commandments it can be inferred that they know God which is the issue in 2:3-5.
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The verb 'to know' ( ) occurs four times in these verses. Elsewhere in 1 John, 'to know God' means to have 'fellowship with God' (1:6; cf. John 17:3) and 'to walk in the light' (1:7; 2:9). This unit (2:3-5) highlights 'obedience to the commandments' as a criterion for fellowship with God the Father. 28 From verse 3 it is apparent that observing the Father's commandments is a criterion of knowledge of Him. Knowledge and observance are correlative -in fact, obedience is the peak of the believer's knowledge of God ( $ ) and love for Him ( cf. 5:2, 3). Obedience therefore constitutes fellowship with God -to be 'in Him' (2:5, # ; cf. also 2:6, ). Also in 2:5, the Elder emphasizes that the character of God will be displayed in those who 'abide in Him' ( ). Hence, according to this unit communion with God is:
-expressed in terms of: knowing him ( , 2:3a, 4a), being in him ( , 2:5c); and -constituted through: keeping his commandments ( " ! , 2:3b, 4b), keeping his word ( ! " , 2:5a).
These expressions and constitution of communion with God is concisely phrased in the next unit (2:6) as 'to walk as he [Jesus] walked'; it moves God's children to imitate God's Son (1:3).
To walk as Jesus walked proves to 'abide in him' (2:6-8)
The imitation of Jesus is placed in this unit as the requisite and guarantee for communion with God the Father. Verse 6 extends the thought: those who abide in Him, has within themselves the sense of duty that moves them to imitate Jesus. This is expressed in terms of 'walk' ( ! , 2:6). This is the obligation, therefore, laid personally upon every Christian believer (note the force of , 'he himself'): not only to obey God's orders, his word (2:4-5), but also to follow the example of his Son (2:6). God's children cannot claim to abide in him unless they behave like him. As Jesus lived ( ! , aorist), so must Christians themselves live.
29
In the Johannine writings, the subordinating comparative particle, 'as' ( ), relates to the life of Christ as both a model to be imitated, and as the means for that imitation to become a possibility (cf. 3:2; 4:17; John 13:15, 34; 15:12, 17; also Malatesta 1978:134) . Therefore, Jesus' conduct is presented as the source and example of all Christian obedience to the _____________________________________________________________ 242
Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 Father's commandments, of the indwelling of truth and God's love in believers and consequently of having fellowship with him and the Father. Hence, according to this unit, communion with God is: -expressed in terms of: to remain in him ( , 2:6a); and -constituted through: the imitation of Jesus ( " ! 2 # 3 ! , 2:6bc).
In the next two verses this imitation of Jesus is defined more closely in the references to the 'old' and 'new' commandment. The reference to the 'old' commandment is utilized by the Elder to understand the relation between the 'new' commandment and 'imitation' of Jesus. In 2:8a he states that he is writing to them a new commandment that is true in Christ and in the readers. In the gift of the new commandment the life-giving revelation ( " ) within ( … ) is ( ; see in 2:8) to transform the entire person ( … ). This is a reality in believers ( ) because it was first realized and continues to realize in Jesus ( ). By fulfilling the commandment in the familia Dei, the children of God will experience Christ, who is present and active through it, and also the Father, the ultimate source of it (Malatesta 1978:147) . This unit (2:8b) demonstrates how this law (which is both 'old' and 'new' in character) has been realized by Jesus. In the following unit the Elder turns to the content of the commandment. He now describes how love ought to realize (through Christ) in the experience and conduct of the Christian (2:9-11) as prove of living 'in the light.'
To love one's brother is proof of living 'in the light' (2:9-11)
The consequence and development of verses 6-8 are reflected in 1 John 2:9-11 and it contains three antithetical statements (negative [2:9]-positive [2:10]-negative [2:11]). These verses explain that the major criterion for judging the presence of fellowship with God, expressed in terms of knowledge of God the Father and of abiding in Him, is the observance of his commandment, epitomized in the new commandment of brotherly love. Through loving one another within the familia Dei believers will mutually experience God's love. This presupposes the abiding in his light (1:5), which has been incarnated in his Son and also mediated by his commandment of brotherly love. The observance of this commandment is made possible by God's own love, which indwells believers and impels them to imitate Jesus his Son, by placing within believers what was given to Jesus, namely the revelation of his commandment. According to this _____________________________________________________________ Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 243 unit, fellowship with God is: -expressed in terms of: being in the light ( 9 , 2:9a); and -constituted through: to love one's brother ( " , 2:10a).
Hence, to experience communion with God ( ) is expressed in this unit in active love for others within the family. It can therefore be concluded that the three affirmations about knowing God, abiding in him, and being in the light (as He himself is in the light, 1:7), are parallel versions of a single requirement that needs to be complied with, to be in a right relationship with the Father through the Son.
The third condition for having fellowship with God: Doing God's will (2:12-17)
Sub-section 2:12-28 consists of three units (12-14, 15-17, 18-28) which, although distinct from one another, are nonetheless closely interrelated. 30 In this sub-section the Elder requests his adherents' strengthening of their faith, by referring to seven reassurances (2:12-14; see also 2:20, ) which are stated in the perfect indicative ( , ), four general truths (2:17, 20, 23) stated in the present indicative ( bis % % ), and four exhortations (2:15, 24, 27, 28) stated in the present imperative ( , bis). Then there are three promises (2:24, 25, 28): the 1 st is stated in the future indicative ( , the 2 nd is stated as a promise ( / -" ), and the 3 rd with the future temporal particle ( ).
The following is a tabled synopsis of 2:12-28 to point out the above analysis. 
The reassurances describe the character of those inside the familia Dei, as opposed to those outside, who falsely lay claim to faith. The Elder reminds them of their inner and personal experience of the effects of the Christian faith in their lives. They already experience fellowship with God. The general truths and promises are complementary to these reassurances. This is to strengthen them spiritually and has a rhetorical function to motivate them to fulfil the exhortations that are spelled out in this section. It contains a description of the life of those who live in the light, which is very different from the description of the life of the false teachers who live in darkness and who are not part of this group.
The exhortations in 2:15, 24 and 27 (28) are stated by the Elder as conditions for enjoying communion with God. The first exhortation (2:15, < " -) will now be discussed. Because the conditions in verses 24, 27 and 28 relate, occur in the same unit and complement each other, they will be discussed concurrently as the fourth condition.
The third condition for having fellowship with God: Do not love the world or the things in the world, … rather do the will of From the previous tabled synopsis it is evident that verses 12-14 (also 2:21) are reassurances to strengthen the 'children of God' spiritually and to induce them not to love the world. In verses 15-17 three contrasts are spelled out why worldliness has to be rejected:
Exhortation
The world God (Father)
:. < ! 6 6 6 6 :1 # ! " " ( = ! "" "" "" ""
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The first contrast (2:15) is between the love for the world and what is in it, and love for the Father. The community is exhorted not to love the world or the things in the world (2:15f). They must avoid the 'things in the world' that are at variance with the love of the Father in the familia Dei, because the world has no place for the love of the Father (2:15). The Elder wishes to show that these two loves are mutually exclusive. Those that are attached to the 'things in the world' cannot receive the Father's love, share that love with others, or love the Father in return.
32
The second contrast (2:16), contrasts the origins of these internal attitudes.
What is in the world, what represents the fallen human nature, is also from the world. Therefore, worldliness must be rejected. This implies that which is in God's children, namely, the love which reaches inwards towards the Father and outwards towards other family members, is from the Father.
In the third contrast (in duration) the Elder refers to the impermanent 'things in the world' as opposed to the permanency of life for those who 'do the will of God' (2:17). The emphasis in this section is placed on the obligation (2:15, do not love) ... " (2:17, do the will of God) (also Strecker 1996:54) . 'Doing the will of God' should be seen in relation to keeping his commands (2:3, 4; 3:22; 5:2, 3) and his word (2:5), 33 which comprises acting according to the truth (see 1:6) and living a 'sinless life ' (3:6, 9) in imitation of Jesus (2:6; 3:3, 7). To do God's will is to imitate Jesus to experience God through his Spirit (see the Fourth Gospel on the Paraclete) and to share in the victory won over the world by his obedience (John 14:30f; 16:33) . This unit reaches a climax when a promise is given to those 'who do the will of God' (2:17): they 'will live forever.' This eternal life (life of God), promised to believers, is conceived in terms of their remaining not just forever, but remaining in the Son and the Father (2:24, 25). It has both a chronological and quality meaning (Bultmann 1973:40) . Obedience to the will of God in conformity with and through Jesus' own obedience will have the same effect in believers as in him: permanent communion with the Father. To love God means to do the Father's will and to share in his life.
Hence, according to this unit communion with God is:
Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 -expressed in terms of: to live forever ( , 2:17); and -constituted through: not to love the world ... to do the will of God (< … " -).
The fourth condition for having fellowship with God: (2:18-28): Mutual Abidance
This unit contains probably the greatest concentration and variety of the experience of fellowship 34 to be found in any part of 1 John. All of these expressions are construed with the characteristic Johannine verb 'to abide' ( ) 35 a feature which highlights the parenetic tone of this unit (Malatesta 1978:193) . The positions that occupies serve to blend the various facets which pervade the entire unit.
36 A disposition of 2:12-28 reveals that the verb is the predominant theme, for it climaxes each of the three units (2:14, 17; 27, 28 
The instruction in this unit is aimed against the false teaching of the antichrists ( %! , 2:18bis, 22 who are endangering the existence and fellowship of the community. To crack down on this false teaching of the outsiders, the Elder refers to the abiding of the word (2:24, / !% ), and the abiding of the Spirit (2:27, %! ) 38 in the children of God. From 2:24 it is evident that it is the familia Dei that should hold on to the message from the beginning and thus enjoy that reciprocal _____________________________________________________________ Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 247 fellowship with the Son and the Father 39 (see also 1:3). If the word abides in them, then the Father and the Son will abide in them. 40 Thus, the abidance of the word 41 (and knowledge) in believers is a prerequisite and guarantee (Strecker 1996:68) for the abiding of the Father and Son in them.
42 This is expressed here both in the present imperative ( ) and in the future indicative ( ). Holding fast to the tradition on which the community was established is not something that happens once for all time; it does not lead to a perfection of faith. It must constantly recall this basis, and requires admonition so that it will continually realize anew what has been promised to it. The promise then of eternal life (2:25) expresses the confidence that abiding in the Father and in the Son will be perfected in the future (Strecker 1996:68f) when they will abide in the house of the Father.
But the Elder also speaks about the Holy Spirit within this context where the -motif, the reference to 'abide in God' and 'God abides in us' is prominent. The implications of the gift of the Holy Spirit focus strongly on the mutual 'abiding in' relationship between God (Christ) 43 and his children (cf. Coetzee 1981:60). Heise (1967:112f) pointed out that the verb (with the exception of 2:6 and 3:6) occurs only in the closest connection with references to the Holy Spirit, when it is used regarding the relationship between God (Christ) and his children. 44 Hence, the phrase 'remain in' ( ) expresses the most intimate relationship of 'fellowship' ( ) between God and the children of God. The statement that God abides in his children has a mysterious element; it creates an inner unity, an unio mystica (cf. Munzer 1978:224) . This mutual abidance is not only approved by the Spirit (4:13), but is also constituted by the Holy Spirit (3:24; 4:13). In this unit it is clear that the Spirit does not operate separate from, next to, or contradictory to the revelation 45 of God in Christ, the proclaimed word. The Spirit is the Spirit of the teaching from the beginning ( !% ) The truth ( " ) which they know, the teaching 'about all things' ( ! ) in which the Spirit instructs them, is nothing less than 'what you have heard from the beginning' ( / !% , 2:24) (Coetzee 1979:54 This unit, as well as the entire section, culminates with the eschatological reference in 2:28 that those who live in the light 'may have confidence and not be put to shame before him at his coming.'
'Experience of fellowship with God' demands the change of socioreligious behavior
From this investigation it became evident that the identity and conduct of those inside the Johannine community are characterized differently from that of the outsiders. Their way of life, not only distinguished them from the outsiders, but also constituted the 'experience of having fellowship with God'. They had to live mutually according to certain sacred-ethical prescriptions prescribed by the Elder. This is explained from the perspective of the statement that 'God is light' (1:5; also 7). The 'light' metaphor not only describes a facet of God's nature (enlightenment, holiness and ethics), but it also indicates the character of the conditions necessary for all who seek fellowship with Him. The following synopsis is deduced from the perspective of 'God is light' to explain how 'fellowship' is constituted and maintained in the familia Dei. It became evident that the believer's fellowship with God is an intimate mutual relationship. It may be represented as a mutual interpenetration, which is more than moral quality. God's personality and the believer are never compromised. It is an experience that is not limited to time, as in mysticism or ecstasy, but is in its very nature a permanent position ('to abide'; 'to know'; 'to keep') as long as those insiders 'walk in the light' to form a sanctorum communitas (holy community).
_____________________________________________________________
Within the familia Dei, the are free to choose between light ( , 1:5a) and darkness ( , 1:5b), obedience and disobedience (2:3, 4, ! ! ), love an hate (2:10, 11, " ... "-). In order to help his adherents to make the right decision, the methodology used by the Elder in 1 John has both (1) an explanatory function and (2) a rhetorical function. The Elder uses the reciprocal negative (antithetical parallelism) to describe and to explain the commanding positive. The rhetorical function is to encourage his adherents to keep on living in the light, and to encourage those who were led astray to come back 'to live in the light' in order to experience fellowship. Therefore each sub-section builds up to and ends on a climax. In fact, the entire section (1:5-2:28) is a logical rhetorical building up to an eschatological climax:
